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Abstract 
A (k, g)-cage is a graph that has the least number of vertices among all k-regular graphs with 
girth g. It has been conjectured that the connectivity of each (k, g)-cage is k, and a proof exists 
for k = 3. We prove here that all cages are 3-connected, a step towards a proof of the conjecture. 
@ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
The graphs in this paper are all simple graphs. A (k,g)-graph is a k-regular graph 
having girth g. A (k, g)-cage is a (k,g)-graph of smallest order. Finding cages has 
proved to be a very difficult task (for some recent work on the order of cages, see 
[3-51). While most attention has focused on the existence problem, very little is known 
about the structure of cages; our interest centers on finding the connectivity of cages. 
Fu et al. [2] addressed this issue, proving the following result. 
Theorem 1. All cages are 2-connected. Furthermore, the connectivity of each (3,g)- 
cage is 3. 
They conjectured that the connectivity of (k,g)-cages is in fact k. Here we take a 
step towards proving that conjecture, showing all cages have connectivity at least 3. 
We prove this using a different argument than was used in [2] for the case k = 3, and 
demonstrate the power of this new proof by extending it to k > 3. 
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We find this problem interesting, as the regularity and girth of a graph have little to 
do with its connectivity. So the minimality of the order of cages is crucial in forcing 
the connectivity to be so high. Finding a relationship between these three defining 
properties of cages and the connectivity is elusive and of interest in its own right. 
It is easy to see that the (k, 3)-cage is &+I, and the (k, 4)-cage is Kk,k (since they 
each meet the Moore bound; see [6] for example). Because these graphs are clearly 
k-connected, we can now assume g > 5. 
In any graph G, let do(u, u) be the length of a shortest (u,v)-path in G, and let 
o(G) be the number of components in G. All graph-theoretic terminology used but 
not defined herein can be found in [l]. 
2. (k,g)-cages are 3-connected 
Fu et al. [2] showed the following basic result upon which we will rely: 
Theorem 2. If gl<g2, then the order of the (k,gl)-cages is less than the order of 
the (k, g2)-cages. 
We now improve upon Theorem 1 by presenting a proof that all cages are 
3-connected. (This result was also just proved by Jiang and Mubayi [7].) 
Theorem 3. (k, g)-cages are 3-connected. 
Proof. Let G be a (k,g)-cage. By Theorem 1 we know that G has connectivity at 
least 2. Suppose G has connectivity 2, and consider the structure of G. For any cut 
set S’ of size 2, let cc) = o(G - S’), and for 1 < i d a, let C,(S’) be a component 
of G - S’. For each component Ci(S’) of G - S’, define ci(S’) = 1 V(C,(S’))l. We can 
assume that c,(P) < c2(S’) < . . . d c&S’). Let S = {x,z} be a cut set of size 2 in 
G such that cl(S) < c,(9) for all cut sets S’ of size 2 in G. Define e(x) and e(z) to 
be the number of edges joining vertices in Cl(S) to x and z respectively. We assume 
e(x) > e(z). Suppose e(z) = 1, and let za be the vertex in C,(S) that is adjacent to z. 
Then S* = {x,zo} is a cut set of size 2 in which ci(S*) <cl(S), a contradiction of our 
choice of S. Therefore we have that e(x) > e(z) 3 2. Furthermore, the assumption that 
g > 5 also implies that INo niVo(z)l < 1. Let Ci = C,(S) for 1 < i < o(G-S). Then 
G must be one of the graphs depicted in Fig. 1. Here, and in subsequent figures, Cr may 
contain vertices other than those shown, and we assume that the vertices drawn in Ci 
are distinct. For G2 below, the labelled vertices will have special significance in Case 2. 
Our intent is to show that, given the cut set S = {x,z} in G as described, we can 
construct a (k,gi)-graph G* with g < gi and with fewer vertices than the original 
graph G. By Theorem 2 the graph G* would contradict that G is a (k,g)-cage. 
In Case 1 of our proof, we construct the graph G* from either Gr or G3 in Fig. 1. 
In Case 2, we consider several scenarios for the graph G2 - {x,z}, and for each, we 
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Fig. 1. If G is k-regular with connectivity 2, then G is one of the above graphs (Cl may contain vertices 
other than those shown) 
Fig. 2. The newly-constructed graph G * formed from Gj or CL (so the edge {x,2} is or IS not m G* 
respectively). 
will describe the construction of the graph G*. Since the argument used for Case 2 is 
similar to that used in Case 1, some of the details are omitted. 
Case 1. Suppose (No(x) fl N&z)) n V(Cr ) = 0 (see GI and Gs in Fig. 1). 
Let xa,xI,. . ,xX be the vertices in Ct adjacent to x, and let zg,z~,. ,ZL be the ver- 
tices in Cl adjacent to z in Ct. Let Ci be a copy of Ct such that V(Cl ) n V(Ci ) = 0, 
and let f be an isomorphism between Cl and Cl. Define E, = {e,r, = {x,, f(x,)} / 
O<i<X} and E,={e,={zi,f(z,)}IOdjdZ,ccrj+ lmod(Z+l)}. Let Et= 
E, U E,. Form a new graph G* on the vertices V(G* ) = V(C, ) U V(Ci ), with the edges 
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E( G* ) = E(C, ) U E(Ci ) U Ef. Note that, by our choice of Cl, we have 1 V(G* )I < 
1 V(G)1 - 2. Note also that G* is regular of degree k. 
First, we observe that for 0 6 i <j < X, dc, (xi,xi) = dc; (f(xi), f(xi)) 2 g - 2, since 
the union of any (xi,xj)-path in Cl and the edges {xi,x} and {x,xi} is a cycle 
in G. Similarly, we have dc,(zi,zj) =dc-(f(zi),f(zj)) 2 g - 2, for 0 < i< j < Z. Let 
O<i<XandO<j<Z. Seta=j+lmod(Z+l). Wehavedc,(xi,zI)+dc;(f(xi), 
f(za)) =dc,(xi,z,) + dc,(xi,z,) 2 g - 2, since the graph formed by the union of any 
(xi,zj)-path in Ci, any (x,,z,)-path in Ci , and the edges {zj, z} and {z,zx} contains 
a cycle in G. Finally, let 0 < i< j <X and 0 < k< I < Z. We have dc,(xi,zk) + 
dc,(xj,zi) 2 g - 4, since the union of any (Xi,Zk)-path in Ci, any (xj,zl)-path in Ci, 
and the edges {Xi,X}, {x,Xj}, {zk,z}, and {z,zl} contains a cycle in G. 
Consider the girth of G*. Let C be a cycle in G*. Since E+ is an edge cut, C 
contains an even number of edges from E +. If E(C) n Ef = 0, then C corresponds to 
a cycle in G and has length at least g. 
Suppose IE( E+J =2. For 0 d i<j d X, suppose e,, and ex, are in C. Because 
dc,(xi,xj) 2 g - 2, C has length at least (g - 2) + 2 = g. For 0 < i<j < Z, suppose 
e,< and ez, are in C. Because dc,(zi,z,) > g - 2, C has length at least (g - 2) + 2 = g. 
ForO<i<XandO<j~Z,leta~j+lmod(Z+l)andsupposee,, ande,, are 
in C. Because dc,(xi,zj) + dc;(f(xi),f(~~))=dc,(~,,zj) + dc,(xi,~,) 3 g - 2, C has 
length at least (g - 2) + 2 = g. 
Finally, we consider IE(C) n E+ I > 4. For some 0 d i < j d X and 0 6 k < I d Z, 
C must contain (I), an (Xi,Zk)-path and an (x,,zl)-path, or (2), an (Xi,Xj)-path or 
a (zk,z[)-path. If (l), then dc,(xi,zk) + dc,(xj,zl) > g - 4, SO C has length at least 
(g - 4) + 4 = g. If (2) then as above, C has length at least (g - 2) + 4 = g + 2 >g. 
So G* is a (k,gi)-graph, with g < 91, yet G” has fewer vertices than G. By 
Theorem 2, this contradicts that G is a (k,g)-cage. 
Case 2. Suppose (No(x)nlVo(z))n V(Ci)={y} (see G2 in Fig. 1). 
In G - {x, y,z}, consider the subgraph H = Ci - {y} contained in Ci. For k = 3, 
it is easy to see that H is connected; for k > 4, H may have several components. In 
any case, let HI be a component of smallest order amongst the components of H. Let 
x0,x1,. . . ,xX be the vertices in HI adjacent to x in G2, let ya, yi, . . . , yr be the vertices 
in HI adjacent to y in Gz, and let zg,zi,. . , zz be the vertices in HI adjacent to z 
in G2. Note that the vertices in Ci that are adjacent to x in G2 may or may not be 
vertices in HI, so X d X’. Similarly, Z d Z’. 
By the choice of S, INo n V(H, )I > 1 for each v E {x, y,z}; we now consider sev- 
eral cases in the remainder of the proof depending upon whether INo n V(Hl )I = 1 
or INo n V(HI )I > 1 for each v E{X, y,z}. In a manner similar to that used in Case 1, 
we use the component HI to construct a (k,gl)-graph G* with g d gi and with fewer 
vertices than G. Our construction goes as follows: 
(a) Let H{ be a copy of HI such that V(Hl ) n V(H,‘) = 0, and let f be an isomorphism 
between HI and H,‘. 
(b) Use a particular matching E+ to connect vertices in Y(H1) fliVo({x, y,z}) and 
Y(H:)nf(Nc({X,Y,z})). 
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(c) Let G* =(V(H,)U V(H,‘),E(HI)UE(HI)UE+). 
In order that the graph G* be a (k,gl)-graph with g < 91, the matching E+ must be 
chosen carefully. In the figures below, depending upon whether ING(u) n V(HI )I = 1 
or ING(u) n V(H,)l> 1 for each u E {.x3 JJ,Z}, we draw the new graph G* and then 
describe the matching E-‘. 
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Case 2.2 
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In Case 2.1, let E+ = {{~o,f(~o)), {.~o,f(zo))~ {zo~~(.Yo))). 
In Case 2.2, let E, = {{xi, f(x;)} 10 d i GX}, and let E+ = E, U { {yo, f(zo)}, 
GO> fan. 
Case 2.3 
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Case 2.4 
I c 
In Case 2.3, let E,,= {{yl,.f(yi>} 11 < i d Y}, and let E+ =El,U {{~o~fbo)}~ 
{Yo, f(~O>~~ {ZO~.f-(ZO)~~~ 
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In Case 2.4, let Ez = {{z;,f(zi)} / 0 d i d Z}, and let Ef= {{xo,.f(yo)}. 
{YOJ(x0)11 UK. 
HI lj H, 
1=2 
Case 2.5 =il f(ZO) 
=l f(z1) 
=x f(Z,y 
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HI Hi 
Case 2.6 
In Case 2.5, let E, = {{y;,f(~+)} 10 ~i~Y},E,={{z,,f(z,)}/O~jdZ,~~j+1 
mod(Z + l)}, and let Et = {{x~,f(xo)}} UE,. UE,. 
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In Case 2.6, let E, = {{Xi,f(Xi)} IO <i<X},E,= {{z~,f(z,)}~Odj~Z,arj+1 
mod(Z+l)}, and let E+=E,U {{yo,f(.m)}} U-5. 
r 1 G' f---- ‘0 
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Case 2.7 
G’ 
20 f(w) 
=1 f(Zl) IF =x f(=x) YO f(w) 81 f(Yl) 
Case 2.8 
In Case 2.7, let JL= {{Xivf(X,))IO di<X,cczi+lmod(X+l)}, Ey= 
{{yi,f(yi)} 10 <j < Y}, and let E+=-GUEyU {{~o,f(zo))). 
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In Case 2.8, let E.~={{xi,,f(x,)}IO~~ibX}. E,.= {{,~,,f(y,)}lOdj< Y}, 
E, = {{z,, ,f(zx)} 10 < 1 < 2, a E 1 f 1 mod(Z + l)}, and let E+ = E, U E,, U E,. 
To see that G* is a (k, gi)-graph with g d gl in each case, observe the following: 
For each v E {x, JJ,Z} and for 0 B i <.j < / N/j, (tl) 1, we have 
d//,(v,.u;)=d,+(~i),f(q)) 3 g - 2. 
For 0 < i d X and 0 d j < Y, we have 
(1) 
d/r, (xi, y, ) = dq(f(x, ), f(v; )) 2 CI - 3. 
ForO<i<Y andOdj<Z,wehave 
(2) 
dH,(?.i.z,) =d~;(.f(yi),,f(z,)) 3 (I - 3. 
ForO<idXandO<j<Z,wehave 
(3) 
dtl, (.x,.Zj) = dt/:(.f(xi). ,f(Zi)) 3 g - 4. (4) 
Clearly in each case G* is k-regular, so now consider the girth of G*. Let C be a 
cycle in G*. Since EC is an edge cut, C contains an even number of edges from E I. 
If E(C) n E+ = 0, then C corresponds to a cycle in G and has length at least g. 
If C contains 2 edges from E’, then as observed above C must contain either (a), 
a path of length at least g - 3 in HI and a path of length at least g - 4 in Hl, or (b). 
a path of length at least g - 4 in Hi and a path of length at least g - 3 in Hi. So C 
has length at least (g - 3) + (g - 4) + 2 = 2g - 5 3 g. 
If C contains 4 or more edges from E-, then C must contain at least four paths 
(two in Hi and two in HI) each of length no less than g - 4. So C has length at least 
4(g-4)+4=4g- 12>g. 
Thus each of the graphs G* drawn above is a (k,gl )-graph with g d gi. Since 
(V(HI)I </V(Cl)I<IV(G)1/2, we have IV(G*)J<IV(G)I, which by Theorem 2 is a 
contradiction that G is a (k,g)-cage. [II 
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